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INUTA.

sub-llfvenlc rarefactive sollton»

are shown to exist.

We consider a plasma In

the presence of an external magnetic

field B.z , The equations

governing the dynamics of nonlinear

\lfven waves in a low- y3 plasma

are as follows!

/3

An exact nonlinear VlPven

wave in a low-/8 plasma le Investi-

gated in this paper. Roth super and

sub-\lfvenlc rarefactive solitons are

found to exist depending on the angle

or inclination of the propagation

vector with the magnetic field.

FOUMULiriOM WT) W ILYSISi

I!»act fast kinetic Ufven

waves Jn a plasma with 1»/SJ

(/>" вЛИоТ/8.* is the ratio of the

kinetic to the magnetic pressure I

Н>е(тщ) is the electron (ion) mass)

were Investigated analytically (ij and

suner Vlfvenle compressive solitons

were found to exist. The same problem

including parallel Ion inertia and

current density vis investigited [2j .

The aut'iors Q2Q showed analytically

the existence of localised finite

amplitude Ufven vivns with density

humps indicating that even for very

small y3 , there Is an upper limit for

the amplitude of the exact solitary

Vlfven wave. Recently, an exact non-

linear Ufven wave In a low-/3 (

/3 << '"e/mt«i ) homogenous plasma was

Investigated taking Into account the

eleef-ron inertia along the direction

of the magnetic field. Super Vlfvenio

solitoi wltli density dip 1ч found to

exiit [Э] In such a situation. In this p i a „ m a density «,

niner, we hive Included parallel Ion у f ^7* c/«J

Inertia ami current density to the respectively. Hero, Slj, , <*t

above nroblon [i] . Hoth super and M(i с пге respectively Ion

(1)

(г)

(3)

(6)

(7)

where Í} з »«/ m; and densities,

velocities, time, space and poten-

tials arc normalized to equilibrium

•Ufven velocity
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gyrofrequency, ion plasma frequency

and velocity of* liRht. We have con-

sidered all virAatlont in the x-z

plane. The low- /3 assumption allows

one to use the two potentials ф

and У to describe the electric fields

£ Х . _ Э * / Э * and f, « - d47«*

respectively [I»] . The ion velocity

ilong x in (k) is solely due to pola-

risation drift.

We consider that the wave is

stationary in the moving frame de-

fined by

+ fe»a -
(8)

where M is the mach number norma-

lized to Mfven velocity, |?„ and k E

are the direction cosines, such that

kÍ + bí»i . Using (8) and, putt-

ing the boundary conditions Эп/вп*о

Vx - • о and n = 1

have from the equations (l) - (7),

(9)

where

(10)

In deducing (9) we have considered

the charge neutrality condition i.e.

n p t i , H I and suffix " I

his hern drooped.

'-.''Piacion (9) i s In the form

of thj» enerpy integral of a classical

IMrllcle In ч potential well.

Tiylor i^pinsion of (10^ near

th«» ..obiti n v j and тли iwhich

is the maximum variation of 71 at

K(n) = - С«-м) N»í

(12)

Again, the nonlinear dispersion re-

lation is given by Kfnjso at п*м

as,

(13)

From (11) and (12) it follows that

Kfn) is negative provided that

Нг}к£ and M*N < K»

so that N < 1«ь/м Ж<1

Thus, for Ц1 > fca ,N<1 , we have

found both super and sub-vlfvenic

solitary wives with density depre-

ssions. Votinft 6*m (,-L'*1) >̂ r e ~

present the maximum density depre-

ssion, it is fouin) from the fig. 1

that the large amplitude solitons

move with faster sneed and the speed

of the solitons decreases with the

Increase of inclination of the dire-

ction of the w-ive with respect to the

magnetic field.

RESULT:

In this paper, we have dis-

cussed the prnpiiMtion "Г nonlinear

she^r Vlfven wives in a plasma with

/} « »l«/»»>4-«jt .It M found analy-

tic illy that both super .ind suh-

tlfvenic riroficUve solitons exist
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in our model of plasmas, while

suner tlfvenic solitary waves were

found to exist in the earlier prob-

lem [3] .

FIG. 1 plot of M Л N
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